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Today’s technology marketplace is both fast-paced and, at times,
unforgiving. As new product introductions rev up, the window of
opportunity for premium pricing narrows. Rivals are quick to
duplicate innovative products and features and offer them at lower
cost, driving down margins. Geographically diverse sources of
parts and components complicate and extend supply chains, while
global production and outsourcing add challenges to compliance
with regional financial requirements, trade regulations, and
environmental law.

Seizing Every Opportunity to Support Product Innovation

Keeping Up with Consumer Demand
Despite ever-increasing gains in manufacturing productivity, consumers continue to demand faster and more flexible
product configuration. Retailers, meanwhile, expect timely and accurate fulfillment of hot products. And multiple
distribution channels make it difficult to
manage the sales process, inventory levels, and aftersales support across the
organization.
In addition, technology manufacturers
must often rely on outdated, nonintegrated applications and limited IT
resources to manage critical development, sales, marketing, supply chain,
manufacturing, service, HR, and financial
systems. Such infrastructure limitations
can make it challenging to operate efficiently and competitively. Given these
realities, how can small-to-midsize manufacturers grow profitably while giving
customers the innovative, competitively
priced products they demand?

To meet rising expectations, technology manufacturers must seize every
opportunity to grow both wisely and
profitably. Competitive advantage is tied
to five key strategies:
•• Accelerate new product development
•• Support flexible manufacturing
•• Improve sourcing, inventory, and
planning
•• Streamline quotation and sales order
management
•• Improve aftersales support

Additionally, savvy manufacturers constantly
analyze customer requirements, market projections, and competitive intelligence within a single
system, enabling them to accurately assess
product development risk versus opportunity.
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Mission-Critical Data Residing in a Single, Integrated System

Information Is Power
Accelerate New Product
Development
Thanks in part to rapid advances in
technology, customers expect an everincreasing stream of features, choices,
and quality – all at competitive prices.
This reinforces an industry trend toward
shorter product lifecycles and increases
the pressure on technology companies
to trim development and time-to-volume
cycles. Manufacturers must use both
product development and the extended
supply chain to launch innovative products quickly and cost-effectively – or risk
losing the revenue and margin premium
that comes with first-mover advantage.
To achieve this objective to consistently get innovative products to market
quickly and ahead of the competition, a
technology company needs an integrated software solution that supports
product innovation and development
while providing accurate data across
marketing, design, and manufacturing.
Mission-critical information – from initial
designs and source requirements to
engineering logistics and production –
should reside in a single system, thus
improving data accuracy and product
quality. From product specification to the
creation of material masters and bills of
materials (BOMs) for product costing,
routing, and production scheduling, hightech companies need an efficient, endto-end product development process
that speeds time to market and reduces
development costs.
Additionally, savvy manufacturers
constantly analyze customer requirements, market projections, and competitive intelligence within a single system,
enabling them to accurately assess

product development risk versus opportunity. The outcome: innovative, customerdriven, and profitable products, delivered
well ahead of the competition.
Support Flexible Manufacturing
As manufacturing capabilities increase
in emerging economies, the competition
to produce high-quality components at
lower costs intensifies. High-tech manufacturers face a tall order: better utilize
existing operations and decrease costs
while increasing both quality and on-time
delivery.
Many manufacturers have applied leanmanufacturing and Six Sigma principles
to eliminate waste and continuously
improve business processes throughout
the manufacturing cycle. But there is still
room for improvement. Whether operating a make-to-stock, make-to-order,
configure-to-order, or engineer-to-order
production environment, a high-tech
manufacturer needs an integrated system that can optimize daily operations
and help systematically attack waste,
simplify processes, and improve manufacturing flexibility. The benefits of
increased operational efficiency are
convincing: improved manufacturing
throughput, reduced material inventory,
and lower working capital costs that result
in savings for customers.
As a foundation for manufacturing
excellence, technology companies need
a solution that supports make-to-stock
and make-to-order production, one that
can flexibly meet the requirements of
both high-volume and niche manufacturing. Such a solution should be able to
configure products and parts at multiple
points in the manufacturing cycle – for

example, accommodating customerspecific hardware configurations. It
should adapt to unique business models
and support configure-to-order needs,
allowing the manufacturer to meet delivery dates on time, within budget, and at
mandated quality levels – while turning a
profit.
Streamline Quotation and Sales
Order Management
Multiple distribution channels add complexity to the sales process. Technology
companies must track inventory levels at
multiple retailers while accurately anticipating sales volume and demand. To
launch new product versions without
cannibalizing existing sales, they need to
know current product levels. They need
to know how much of each product must
be liquidated by a certain date in order to
introduce a new release without significant revenue loss. And as they release
new products, manufacturers can keep
retailers engaged – and the competition
at bay with – quick response to requests
for quotes.
In addition, sales departments must be
able to define and configure products to
customer specifications. A successful
sales team can quickly and accurately:
•• Determine pricing and order status
(including production confirmation
and partial delivery)
•• Check product availability, customer
credit, specification, and usage
•• Trigger delivery (with automatic batch
determination)
•• Process returnable packaging
•• Track and manage invoices

This reduces sales cycle time and ultimately increases revenue and customer
service levels. Furthermore, high-tech
component manufacturers must manage customer consignment stocks in
multiple locations and identify customerspecific stock within inventory management systems. Here, the ability to
manage multiple stock levels and replenishment strategies is critical.
To accomplish all this, companies need
a solution that can determine optimal
pricing, create proposals, process quotations and sales orders, and check product
availability, accurately and automatically.
An integrated platform gives everyone
access to the same information – from
inventory levels and master schedules
to resource constraints – so together,
employees can complete customer
orders swiftly. The order process should
be integrated with financial accounting
and customer management, streamlining
quote response and order processing.
And if the company is multinational, the
solution must support foreign trade and
export.
Improve Aftersales Support
Aftersales support is no longer an afterthought; it’s now a strategic opportunity
to differentiate the company while
delighting customers. High-tech component manufacturers need to manage service requests based on service-level
agreements and warranty arrangements,
and then deliver timely, accurate
support.
Customer service representatives
need a way to efficiently manage customer complaints and material returns –

including returns order processing,
material replacement, and billing adjustment. Also important and powerful for
product recalls are automatic batch
determination, batch traceability, and
batch-usage decision functionality.
For example, customer returns must
be handled separately from actual operations and tracked in underlying inventory systems. All service exceptions and
claims – including special handling,
labels, and other customer-specific sales
and postsales requirements – need to be
captured by service request to identify
actual request status. All this tracking
takes considerable manual effort and
can delay execution; automating service
request management and execution can
significantly reduce time and effort.
To successfully execute on service and
parts management, technology companies need a solution that helps streamline and automate processes across the
order-to-cash lifecycle, supporting customer interaction, sales and returns, and
claims processes. Such a solution should
automatically integrate with financial,
purchasing, production, quality, and foreign trade processes.
Improve Sourcing, Inventory,
and Planning
In an uncertain economy, manufacturers
must deal with fluctuations in both supply and demand. Globalization has
increased the complexity and risk of traditional component sourcing. In a global
market, unforeseen administrative, infrastructure, production, and transportation
issues can derail a product before it
ever becomes profitable. To avoid costly
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supply disruptions, manufacturers must
have contingency plans for materials and
services sourced from smaller suppliers.
Technology companies must constantly balance and adjust sourcing decisions and inventory levels to meet sales
projections and support product launch
dates. Failure to balance key operational
areas can lead to costly delays. Greater
visibility and insight into the supply chain
can improve sourcing, optimize inventory
levels, and streamline demand and supply planning. A highly efficient supply
chain increases a company’s ability to
make in-market dates and maximize
profitability.
To grow methodically and profitably
regardless of the economic climate, hightech manufacturers need an integrated
business management solution that provides clear visibility into sourcing, inventory, and planning. With greater insight,
manufacturers can increase the accuracy of quotes and orders, grow existing
accounts, and deliver superior customer
service. For example, real-time visibility
into production schedules can help sales
teams develop realistic promise dates
based on material and capacity
constraints.
Such companies also need to optimize
the vendor base, evaluating vendor pricing, service, lead times, and performance
to help them negotiate better contract
terms while reducing costs, lead times,
and returns. Automating key warehouse
activities can also improve visibility into
inventory, reducing picking errors and
making response to customer demand
faster and more accurate.
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Rapidly Achieving Global Volumes for New Products
While Streamlining Operations

Defining the Foundation
for Success
How SAP Can Help
For OEMs, software providers, and component and semiconductor manufacturers, success means rapidly achieving
global volumes for new products while
streamlining operations across development, procurement, manufacturing, distribution, and sales. While implementing
these strategies is essential to that
vision, the prospect may seem daunting.
But SAP can help.
SAP helps manufacturers centrally
manage engineering, sales, marketing,
supply chain, manufacturing, service,
financials, HR, and IT, enabling organizations to consolidate processes within
plants and across locations, suppliers,
and partners. Insight into production
schedules, supply chain operations,
and inventory levels helps smart technology companies achieve manufacturing
excellence and fulfill orders more consistently and accurately. This is the key
to strengthen customer relationships
and securing repeat business. The
SAP® Business All-in-One for High Tech

solution supports innovation, manufacturing, inventory management, sales,
and aftersales support – the five key
areas for operational success.
SAP Business All-in-One for High Tech
provides robust product development
and management tools to help accelerate design, engineering, and production
cycles – and that’s how manufacturers
are the first to market with innovative
new products. It supports quality management and lean manufacturing initiatives, helping increase manufacturing
efficiency and throughput while minimizing waste and cutting costs. The solution
also automates procurement, logistics,
and inventory processes, streamlining
even the most complex supply chains. It
clarifies and automates the sales order
process including pricing, proposal creation, and product availability checking.
Finally, it links warranty and product data
with customer-specific information, giving service reps the information necessary to resolve customer support issues
quickly and accurately.

Learn More
The SAP® Business All-in-One for High
Tech solution meets the needs of midsize
companies focused on enhancing product
innovation, operational excellence, and profitable growth. It gives high-tech manufacturers an integrated view of the business and
supports:
•• Enhanced agility to respond to changing
market conditions and customer
demands
•• Greater efficiency and effectiveness
thanks to streamlined business processes,
automated tasks, and fewer errors
•• Improved financial management based on
more accurate financial reporting, better
record maintenance, and deeper insight
into organizational performance
•• Increased visibility due to integrated analytics that help uncover business risks
and opportunities
To learn more about how SAP can help
leading technology companies execute on
these five key strategies for success, visit
us online at www.sap.com.

www.sap.com/contactsap
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